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Effects of sequence variation on differential allelic
transcription factor occupancy and gene expression
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Katherine E. Varley,1 Kimberly M. Newberry,1 Georgi K. Marinov,3 Ali Mortazavi,3,4
Brian A. Williams,3 Lingyun Song,2 Gregory E. Crawford,2 Barbara Wold,3
Huntington F. Willard,2 and Richard M. Myers1,5
1HudsonAlpha Institute for Biotechnology, Huntsville, Alabama 35806, USA; 2Duke Institute for Genome Sciences & Policy, Duke
University, Durham, North Carolina 27708, USA; 3Department of Biology, California Institute of Technology, Pasadena, California
91125, USA
A complex interplay between transcription factors (TFs) and the genome regulates transcription. However, connecting
variation in genome sequence with variation in TF binding and gene expression is challenging due to environmental
differences between individuals and cell types. To address this problem, we measured genome-wide differential allelic
occupancy of 24 TFs and EP300 in a human lymphoblastoid cell line GM12878. Overall, 5% of human TF binding sites have
an allelic imbalance in occupancy. At many sites, TFs clustered in TF-binding hubs on the same homolog in especially open
chromatin.While genetic variation in core TF bindingmotifs generally resulted in large allelic differences in TF occupancy,
most allelic differences in occupancy were subtle and associated with disruption of weak or noncanonical motifs. We also
measured genome-wide differential allelic expression of genes with and without heterozygous exonic variants in the same
cells. We found that genes with differential allelic expression were overall less expressed both in GM12878 cells and in
unrelated human cell lines. Comparing TF occupancy with expression, we found strong association between allelic oc-
cupancy and expression within 100 bp of transcription start sites (TSSs), and weak association up to 100 kb from TSSs. Sites
of differential allelic occupancy were significantly enriched for variants associated with disease, particularly autoimmune
disease, suggesting that allelic differences in TF occupancy give functional insights into intergenic variants associated with
disease. Our results have the potential to increase the power and interpretability of association studies by targeting
functional intergenic variants in addition to protein coding sequences.
[Supplemental material is available for this article.]
Variation in protein coding sequence is interpretable, owing to our
knowledge of genemodels and the triplet code. Recent studies that
utilize exome sequencing take advantage of this knowledge to
predict loss-of-function and nonsense mutations (Meyerson et al.
2010; Teer and Mullikin 2010). However, predicting the effects of
DNA sequence variation in the large noncoding parts of the ge-
nome remains a largely unsolved problem. While transcription
factors (TFs) preferentially bind DNA at definable sequencemotifs,
themotifs are often degenerate and are rarely predictive of binding
(Tompa et al. 2005). Recent advances in DNA sequencing tech-
nologies allow genome-wide empirical measures of TF occupancy
(i.e., chromatin immunoprecipitation followed by sequencing, or
ChIP-seq; Johnson et al. 2007; Robertson et al. 2007), revealing
that differences in TF occupancy between individuals are common
(Kasowski et al. 2010; McDaniell et al. 2010). Furthermore, com-
bining ChIP-seq with personal human genome sequencing has
identified instances in which a TF preferentially binds one allele
over the other in the same cell type (McDaniell et al. 2010), which
we call differential allelic occupancy. Because differential allelic
occupancy compares TF binding between alleles in the same nu-
cleus, it is controlled for environmental differences between in-
dividuals and cell types and therefore provides a more direct con-
nection between genome sequence and regulatory function than
do population-based studies.
To understand the functional consequences of allelic differ-
ences in TF occupancy, it is important tomeasure allelic differences
in expression in the same cells. Numerous approaches have been
developed to measure differential allelic expression in select genes
(e.g., Yan et al. 2002; Gimelbrant et al. 2007; Serre et al. 2008;Main
et al. 2009; Zhang and Borevitz 2009; Zhang et al. 2009), with
current estimates that 10% of human genes have allele-specific
expression (Gimelbrant et al. 2007; Zhang et al. 2009). High-
throughput sequencing can identify allelic imbalances in expres-
sion when complete genome sequences for both the parents are
available, for example in F1 fly hybrids (McManus et al. 2010).
When a complete genome sequence is available for a trio of related
humans, RNA-seq (Mortazavi et al. 2008) can be used to measure
genome-wide allelic imbalances in human gene expression
(Degner et al. 2009; Pickrell et al. 2010). However, measurement of
differential allelic expressionwith RNA-seq is limited to geneswith
heterozygous exonic sequences, which represents less than half of
human transcripts.
In this work, we sought to better understand the functional
consequences of genomic variation, both on TF occupancy and on
gene expression. To do so, we first characterized differential allelic
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occupancy for 24 TFs and the cofactor
EP300, as well as heritability of TF occu-
pancy for a subset of those factors. In ad-
dition, we measured differential allelic
expression using both RNA-seq as well as
ChIP-seq of RNA polymerase II (RNA
Pol2). The latter enabled prediction of
differential allelic expression of genes
with homozygous exons but heterozy-
gous introns (Knight et al. 2003), re-
vealing many additional otherwise un-
detectable instances of differential allelic
expression. Together, the results provide
many insights into how genome se-
quence impacts TF occupancy, and the
extent to which that occupancy impacts
downstream gene expression. The results
may also have the potential to improve our
understanding of disease, as we found nu-
merous intergenic variants associated with
autoimmune diseases to also be differen-
tially bound by TFs. Ultimately, targeting
intergenic regions shown to have func-
tional consequence may improve future
microarray- and sequencing-based associa-
tion studies by increasing coverage with
only a modest effect on statistical power.
Results
Transcription factors often cluster
together on the same alleles in regions
of open chromatin
To survey the allelic cis-regulatory
landscape, we performed ChIP-seq on
24 sequence-specific human TFs and
the transcriptional co-activator EP300
in a lymphoblastoid cell line (LCL),
GM12878, generated by EBV immortaliza-
tion of cells from a female (Supplemental
Table 1). Whole genome sequencing has been performed on this cell
line and on LCLs derived from both of her parents (The 1000 Ge-
nomes Project Consortium 2010), and we aligned sequence reads to
both thematernal andpaternal versions of the genome (seeMethods;
Figure 1A). We identified 157,586 high-confidence TF occupied re-
gions, ofwhich 20,013 (13%) overlap at least oneheterozygous single
nucleotide polymorphism (SNP). We found 1094 (5.5%) of hetero-
zygous sites with a significant difference in occupancy between pa-
rental chromosomes for at least one TF (false discovery rate, or FDR,
<5%) (Supplemental Table 2). When a single binding site covered
multiple variants, we observed a consistent allelic imbalance across
all variants in the binding site (Supplemental Fig. 1). Differential
allelic occupancywas also reproducible between biological replicates
(Supplemental Fig. 2), evenly distributed across autosomes (Supple-
mental Fig. 3), and not substantially biased in favor of the reference
allele (Supplemental Table 3). On the X chromosome, TFs pre-
dominantly bound the maternal homolog (Supplemental Fig. 4),
consistent with reports of a strong bias toward paternal X in-
activation in the GM12878 cell line (McDaniell et al. 2010).
We found evidence that TFs commonly interact with each
other on the genome, especially at regions with differential allelic
occupancy. Overall, 30% of autosomal TF binding sites with sig-
nificant differential allelic occupancy overlapped another such site
(Supplemental Table 4), and the overlaps appeared to follow a
power-law distribution (Supplemental Fig. 5). In comparison, we
found on average 15% of binding sites overlapping one another
among an equal number of sites for which we did not detect sig-
nificant differential allelic occupancy. The greater overlap in sites
of differential allelic occupancy was unlikely to occur by random
(P = 8 3 106) according to permutation tests that take into ac-
count potential biases resulting from antibody-specific variation in
ChIP-seq signal strength and the average size of binding sites be-
tween different factors and between binding sites with and without
differential allelic occupancy (see Supplemental Methods). When
multiple TFs bound the same heterozygous SNP, they frequently
resided on the same allele, as indicated by positive correlations be-
tween allelic occupancy at co-bound SNPs (Fig. 1B; Supplemental
Figs. 6, 7). On the contrary, in no case didweobserve pairs of TFs that
regularly bound the same position on alternate autosomes. In some
cases, the factors may bind together in heteromeric complexes. For
example, occupancy of the transcriptional co-activator EP300 cor-
related with that of many TFs. However, overall, we did not find
Figure 1. (A) Diagram of method used to measure differential allelic TF occupancy. First, chromatin
was formaldehyde-fixed and sonicated. Cross-linked TF-binding complexes were then immunopre-
cipitated with an antibody specific for the TF of interest. The co-precipitated DNA was recovered and
subjected to high-throughput single-end sequencing. Reads were aligned to maternal and paternal
versions of the GM12878 genome according to data from the 1000 Genomes Project (The 1000 Ge-
nomes Project Consortium 2010). For each binding site, differential allelic occupancy was called when
reads aligned to a single allele significantly more often than would be expected by random. (B)
Spearman correlation of allelic imbalance at sites of TF co-occupancy throughout the genome. The color
of the boxes indicates the correlation coefficient, with white indicating nonsignificant correlation (P >
0.05). The tree shows complete linkage hierarchical clustering. (C ) We classified heterozygous variants
by the number of TFs binding at that variant. Shown is the cumulative distribution of DNase I hyper-
sensitivity signal at all occupied heterozygous variants in each class, as indicated in the legend. (D) For
each class of heterozygous variants (as defined in C ), the fractions of variants with phastCons score >0.5.
Asterisks ([**] P < 0.01; [*] P < 0.05) indicate statistical significance compared to the uniquely bound
variants as described in Methods.
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evidence of known protein–protein interactions supporting our
observed correlated occupancy (Persico et al. 2005). Instead, the TF
hubsmay either include novel TF–TF associations or may be a more
general feature of the genomic landscape (MacArthur et al. 2009).
Chromatin state may also play a role either in increasing TF occu-
pancy at variants bound by multiple TFs, or in maintaining a state
established by pioneer factors. In support of this hypothesis, the
DNA near TF hubs had increased sensitivity to DNase I when
compared with regions bound by a single factor (Fig. 1C). The result
indicates either that these regions of open chromatin were more
accessible to TFs before binding, or that the recruitment ofmanyTFs
to these regions resulted in more extensive and stable chromatin
remodeling. The co-occupied variants may also have particular
functional significance, as theyweremore likely to be evolutionarily
conserved than variants boundby a single factor (Fig. 1D). Together,
the results reveal the existence of hubs of coordinated differential
allelic gene regulation involving multiple TFs throughout the hu-
man genome.
Most differential allelic occupancy results from variation
outside the DNA binding motif
To better understand the mechanisms underlying differential al-
lelic occupancy, we investigated the genetic contributions to allelic
occupancy. Kasowski and colleagues previously found that varia-
tion of NFKB binding between different individuals significantly
associated with disruption of the NFKB binding motif (Kasowski
et al. 2010), and others have suggested a similar relationship may
be found for differential allelic occupancy (McDaniell et al. 2010).
We therefore sought to determine generally across many TFs how
often differences in the primary TF binding site correspond to
differential allelic occupancy. We first evaluated the location of
heterozygous SNPs in autosomal TF binding sites. We found that,
after controlling for biases in read coverage and variant density,
differentially occupied sites were strongly enriched for heterozy-
gous SNPs within 50 bp of the position of maximal ChIP signal
(Fig. 2A), indicating that they may be the most functionally im-
portant nucleotides. We then compared the rate at which hetero-
zygous SNPs occurred at motif versus non-motif intergenic posi-
tions (Supplemental Table 5), a ratio we designate dM/dI. Generally
across all factors and limited to autosomes, we found that hetero-
zygous variants in motifs were nearly three times more likely to
occur in differentially bound sites (dM=d1 = 2.47) than in equally
bound sites (dM=d1 = 0.80) (Fig. 2B). Compared with an estimated
background rate calculated from randomly chosen 5-kb promoter
regions (dM=d1 = 0.98), we found motif-disrupting mutations were
significantly enriched in differentially bound regions and signifi-
cantly depleted in equally bound regions (P < 1 3 10100 for both
cases; see Methods). As expected and consistent with reports of in-
ter-individual variation of NFKB binding (Kasowski et al. 2010), the
bound alleles were overall more similar to the consensus motif than
the unbound alleles (Supplemental Fig. 8). Differential allelic oc-
cupancy ranged from subtle to absolute. Binding sites with the
greatest allelic difference in occupancy corresponded to the presence
of a canonical bindingmotif and tomutationof thatmotif (Fig. 2C,D).
However, variants in known binding motifs explained only;12% of
instances of differential allelic occupancy. While the exact per-
centage is dependent onmany factors, it appears that theminority
of differential allelic occupancy can be attributed to mutation of
a canonical TF bindingmotif. Instead, our results suggest that there
are different regimes of variation in TF binding. At the minority of
differentially occupied binding sites, mutation of a canonical bind-
ing motif drives strong allelic differences in TF occupancy. Mean-
while, at the majority of differentially occupied sites, TFs bind DNA
at weak or noncanonical binding motifs. In such cases, smaller dif-
ferences in occupancy occur, perhaps via genetic disruption of a co-
factor binding site or differences in chromatin structure (McDaniell
et al. 2010; Gertz et al. 2011)
RNA Pol2 occupancy predicts differential allelic expression
of genes with homozygous exons
To evaluate the effects of differential allelic occupancy on expres-
sion, we used ultrahigh-throughput mRNA sequencing (RNA-seq)
(Mortazavi et al. 2008) to measure differential allelic gene expres-
sion across the human genome (Pant et al. 2006; Gimelbrant et al.
2007; Zhang et al. 2009). To avoid biases from mapping to the
reference genome (Degner et al. 2009; Pickrell et al. 2010), we as-
sembled complete paternal and maternal GM12878-specific ver-
sions of all RefSeq transcripts.We then sequenced the transcriptome
and aligned the reads to the parental transcripts (Fig. 3A; Supple-
mental Table 6). We identified significant (FDR < 5%) differential
allelic expression for 381 (9%) of the 4194 expressed RefSeq tran-
Figure 2. (A) Histogram of the distance of heterozygous SNPs from the
location of maximal ChIP-seq signal for sites with (orange) and without
(blue) differential allelic TF occupancy. To control for potential observa-
tion biases resulting from high read coverage at variants near the center of
binding sites, the sites of equal allelic occupancywere chosen tomatch the
differential allelic occupancy in two ways. First, for each site of differential
allelic occupancy, we required the total number of aligned reads covering
heterozygous variants in the matched site to be equivalent. Second, we
required that the total number of variants in each binding site was also
equivalent. If a suitably matched site did not exist, the site was excluded
from the sites of differential allelic occupancy for this analysis. Using this
strategy, the distribution of aligned reads at heterozygous variants was not
significantly different between the sites of differential allelic occupancy
and the matched set of equal allelic occupancy (P = 0.15, two-sided
Wilcoxon rank-sum test). (B) The ratio of the rate of motif-disrupting to
non-motif-disrupting intergenic mutations (dM/dI) across all sited of dif-
ferential allelic TF occupancy (orange), and at TF binding sites that lack
significant differential allelic occupancy (blue). To allow comparison with
cis-regulatory DNA, the distribution of dM/dI is also shown for regions 5
kbp upstream of 10,000 randomly chosen TSSs (white). Whiskers show
95% confidence intervals. We excluded TFs for which we only observed
a single motif-disrupting variant across all binding sites. (C ) For the bound
(black) or unbound (gray) allele at all sites of differential allelic occupancy,
the similarity to TF binding motif (as a fraction of the optimal match) at
sites of heterozygosity (y-axis) plotted against relative binding (the ratio
of reads aligning to the bound vs. unbound allele; x-axis). Data were
smoothed over a 32-data-point sliding window. The shaded region la-
beled D indicates the amount of difference in motif similarity between
bound and unbound alleles, and is plotted in panel D.
Reddy et al.
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scripts with heterozygous variants in exonic regions (Fig. 3B). The
results were reproducible between biological replicates (r2 = 0.88,
P < 2 3 1027) (Supplemental Fig. 9), and validation with Sanger
sequencing reproduced results from six of six tested genes (Supple-
mental Fig. 10; Gertz et al. 2011). Differences in allelic expression
were often subtle: 166 (52%) of the 322 autosomal genes identified
had less than a twofold difference in expression between alleles.
Known imprinted genes (Morison et al. 2005; Pollard et al. 2008)
and X-linked genes were the exception, nearly all of which had
a greater than twofold allelic expression difference. Most X-chro-
mosomal genes were transcribed from the maternal copy (Supple-
mental Figs. 11, 12), as expected, given the paternal X inactivation
bias inGM12878 cells (McDaniell et al. 2010; Kucera et al. 2011).We
also identified differential allelic expression of seven long non-
coding RNAs (Supplemental Fig. 13).Monoallelic expression ofXIST
(Brown et al. 1991) and KCNQ1OT1 (Weksberg et al. 2003; Nagano
and Fraser 2009) is necessary for silencing gene expression on the
opposite alleles, and it remains to be seen if any of the additional
five that we identified have a similar function (Mohammad et al.
2009; Malecova and Morris 2010).
Allelically imbalanced gene regulation likely results from reg-
ulatory sequences that are not in exons, and therefore both het-
erozygous and homozygous genes may have differential allelic ex-
pression. However, measurement of differential allelic expression
with RNA-seq is limited to genes with heterozygous exonic se-
quences, which represents only 39%of the transcripts inGM12878.
Chromatin immunoprecipitation of RNA Pol2 isolates DNA from
both exons and introns, enabling genome-wide prediction of dif-
ferential allelic expression of genes with homozygous exons but
heterozygous introns (Knight et al. 2003). Aggregating allelic RNA
Pol2 ChIP-seq signals across gene bodies, we predicted differential
allelic expression for 654 (6.3%) of the 10,353 genes with suffi-
cient coverage of RNA Pol2 at heterozygous variants. The genes
included 456 autosomal that lacked exonic heterozygous variants
and could not be evaluated with RNA-seq. When we found signifi-
cant differential allelic expression of X-linked genes, we predicted
expression from the expected allele giving us perfect specificity (Fig.
3C). However, not all X-linked genes reached our significance
threshold, some of which may escape inactivation. Comparing to
a chromosome-wide study of genes subject to or escaping from X
inactivation (Carrel and Willard 2005), we estimated that our
analysis of RNA Pol2 occupancy achieves 66% sensitivity in pre-
dicting X inactivation or escape. Given the perfect specificity,
relaxing our significance criteria combined with deeper sequencing
may improve the sensitivity.However, for the purposes of this study,
we were more concerned with ensuring a high true positive rate. As
a further positive control, we measured differential allelic expres-
sion and RNA Pol2 occupancy in complementary clonal isolates of
GM12878 with paternal or maternal X
chromosomes inactivated. For both RNA-
seq and RNA Pol2 occupancy, we pre-
dicted that >80% of genes with differen-
tial allelic expression were transcribed
from the expected X chromosome in
these clonal cell populations (Supple-
mental Figs. 14–16). On the autosomes,
however, we see strong concordance in
allelic expression among clonal isolates as
well as with the original cell population
(Supplemental Fig. 17). Searching for ev-
idence of randommonoallelic expression
that could explain the observed differen-
tial allelic expression (Gimelbrant et al.
2007), we found that 13.5% of genes with
differential allelic expression in one clone
were either bi-allelic or expressed from
the homologous chromosome in a differ-
ent clone (Supplemental Table 7). While
only a limited number of clones were
studied, the result suggests that the mi-
nority of differential allelic expression
results from random monoallelic expres-
sion. Across the autosomes, allelic differ-
ences in RNA Pol2 across the gene body
positively predicted allelic differences in
expression for 135 (92%) of the 146
genes that were also detected in RNA-seq
(P = 1 3 1027, Fisher’s exact test). That
variation in differential allelic RNA Pol2
occupancy significantly but imperfectly
explains variation in gene expression (r2 =
0.48, P < 1 3 1016) (Supplemental Fig.
18) may result both from technical noise
in genome-wide measurements of allelic
RNA Pol2 occupancy as well as from bi-
ological sources such as differential rates
Figure 3. (A) Diagram of our method for using RNA-seq to measure differential allelic expression.
First, poly(A)+ RNA was isolated using magnetic beads conjugated to oligo(dT) nucleotides. After RNA
fragmentation, dsDNA was synthesized and subjected to paired-end sequencing on an Illumina Ge-
nome Analyzer. Reads were then aligned to GM12878-specific maternal and paternal versions of all
RefSeq transcripts. Differential allelic expression was called when significantly more reads aligned to
a single allele than would be expected by random. (B) Distribution of the fraction of maternal expression
for all heterozygous genes (black), autosomal genes with differential allelic expression (orange), and
X-chromosomal genes with differential allelic expression (white). (C ) Prediction of differential allelic
expression (y-axis) along the X chromosome (x-axis) using allelic occupancy of RNA Pol2. (Black lines)
Significant differential allelic RNA Pol2 occupancy; (gray lines) nonsignificant binding. The shaded
region on the left indicates the pseudoautosomal region that is not inactivated. All significant differ-
ential allelic occupancy predicted expression as expected. Genes that do not achieve statistical sig-
nificance in the inactivated region of the X were a mix of genes that are known to escape inactivation
as well as false negatives.
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of transcriptional initiation or elongation, or by allelic differences
in RNA stability. Combining evidence of differential allelic ex-
pression from RNA-seq and from RNA Pol2 ChIP-seq, we thus
identified 910 genes with differential allelic expression in
GM12878. The list of all genes with differential allelic expression is
provided in Supplemental Materials.
Transcription factor occupancy is more directly inherited
than gene expression
While differential allelic occupancy and expression are prevalent
in an individual, understanding the extent towhich these traits are
inherited is critical to understanding how they contribute to her-
itable disease risk. To investigate, we measured genome-wide both
the occupancy of five TFs (GABPA, POU2F2 a.k.a. OCT2, PAX5,
SPI.1 a.k.a. PU.1, and YY1) and also gene expression in LCLs de-
rived from both the mother and the father of the GM12878 donor.
When a TF had differential allelic occupancy at a heterozygous
autosomal variant in GM12878, and each parent was homozygous
for one of the alleles, the allele with stronger binding in GM12878
had greater ChIP-seq signal in the corresponding parent in 81% of
cases, significantly more often than previously reported for CTCF
(McDaniell et al. 2010) (P = 1.5 3 105, binomial test). We also
found that the extent of differential allelic occupancy inGM12878
strongly correlated with differential occupancy between the pa-
rental LCLs (Spearman’s r = 0.75) (Fig. 4A). On the contrary, dif-
ferential allelic expression of autosomal genes was less directly
heritable than differential allelic occupancy (r = 0.24, P = 2.1 3
106) (Fig. 4B), with the more highly expressed allele in GM12878
having greater expression in the corresponding parental cell line
for 60% of genes (P = 3 3 104; Fisher’s exact test). The reduced
heritability of expression likely reflects the integration of a com-
plexmixture of regulatory contributions from both parents, acting
both in cis and in trans, as well as epigenetic contributions. In
comparison, individual TF binding sites appear to bemore strongly
determined by local sequence signals and less affected by the sur-
rounding genomic milieu.
Genes with differential allelic expression are expressed at lower
levels in many human cell lines
To investigate the comparatively weak inheritance of gene ex-
pression, we first looked for evidence of mechanisms that com-
pensate for allelic differences in the expression of autosomal genes.
To do so, we used RNAPol2 occupancy to identified geneswith and
without evidence of differential allelic expression, and used RNA-
seq to compare expression between the two sets of genes. To control
for potential biases due to sample size and RNA Pol2 coverage, for
each gene with differential allelic expression we selected a matched
gene with a similar amount of RNA Pol2 coverage at heterozygous
positions (see Supplemental Methods). If allelic imbalances in au-
tosomal gene expression were compensated, we would expect an
overall similar level of expression between the two sets of genes.
Contrary to this hypothesis, we found that genes with differ-
ential allelic expression have substantially and significantly
lower expression than genes expressed equally from both alleles
(Fig. 4C). The result is independent of the read coverage threshold,
as we have reproduced the result at the RNA Pol2 ChIP-seq cov-
erage threshold ranging from253 to 1203 (Supplemental Table 8).
To see if the increased allelic variability of lowly expressed genes
was specific toGM12878 cells, wemeasured gene expression of eight
additional cell lines and found that the samegeneswere significantly
less expressed in those cell lines as well (Supplemental Fig. 19).
Therefore, it appears that genes with differential allelic occupancy
generally have lower expression, perhaps due to fundamental dif-
ferences in the cis-regulatory landscape surrounding these genes.
With the exception of immunoglobulin genes and the proto-
Figure 4. (A) Inheritance of allelic TF occupancy. The log-ratio of oc-
cupancy of the indicated TFs in the maternally versus paternally derived
LCLs (y-axis) is plotted against the allelic occupancy of the same factors in
GM12878 (x-axis). For each site plotted (N = 85), we required that both
parents were homozygous for alternate alleles. Combining all points to-
gether, the overall correlation is r = 0.75, and for 88% of sites, the more
bound allele in GM12878 was also more bound in the corresponding
parent. (B) Similar to A, the log-ratio of expression from the parental LCLs
plotted as a function of the allelic expression in GM12878. (C ) Genes with
differential allelic expression have overall lower expression in GM12878.
For each gene with expression >0.25 RPKM, the gene expression (y-axis)
is shown as a function of differential allelic RNA Pol2 occupancy (x-axis).
(Darker shading) Greater density of values; (magenta line) less smoothing
over the data.
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cadherin-gamma cluster, both known to
exhibit monoallelic expression patterns
(Kaneko et al. 2006), we did not find
evidence that genes with differential al-
lelic expression were enriched for par-
ticular classes or functions of proteins.
Transcription factor occupancy
explains expression up to 100 kb
from transcription start sites
One of the major advantages of studying
differential allelic occupancy and expres-
sion is the potential to link intergenic
variants implicated in diseases with func-
tional changes in TF occupancy and gene
expression. It is therefore important to
know the extent to which allelic TF occu-
pancy correlates with allelic gene expres-
sion, especially considering our finding
that gene expressionwasweakly heritable.
Overall, we found more TF and cofactor
occupancy at variants associated with reg-
ulation of gene expression (Montgomery
et al. 2010) than would be expected by
random (see Supplemental Methods),
strongly suggesting that the occupancy we
measured does indeed impact gene ex-
pression. To investigate further, we evalu-
ated the local cis-regulatory landscape of
autosomal genes to determine if differen-
tial allelic TF occupancy occurred near
genes with differential allelic expression.
We found that differential allelic occu-
pancy was significantly closer to genes
with differential allelic expression than without (P = 5.0 3 1015,
Wilcoxon test comparing the distance to the nearest TSS of a gene
with differential vs. equal allelic expression) (Fig. 5A). In contrast,
binding sites with equal allelic occupancy were on average no closer
to genes with imbalanced or balanced allelic expression (P = 0.21,
two-sided Wilcoxon test) (Fig. 5B). The fact that differential allelic
occupancy occurred closer to genes with differential allelic expres-
sion did not result from differences in the total number of observed
binding sites, but instead from a greater fraction of the TF binding
sites around genes with differential allelic expression having differ-
ential allelic occupancy. Specifically, 6.8% of sites within 100 kb of
a TSS with differential allelic expression had differential allelic oc-
cupancy, compared to 3.9% of sites within 100 kb of a TSS without
differential allelic expression (P < 1 3 1020, Fisher’s exact test). Fi-
nally, we did not observe a significant difference in the total number
of binding sites in the same regions. The association between dif-
ferential allelic occupancy and expression suggests wemay be able to
observe a functional relationship between the two.
Limited to autosomal cases in which we found allelic imbal-
ance both in occupancy and in expression, the ability of allelic
occupancy to explain allelic expression depended on the proxim-
ity of binding to the transcription start site (TSS). In the few cases
where we observed allelic occupancy within 100 bp of the TSS, we
found strong positive correlation between allelic occupancy and
expression from the same allele (r = 0.91, N = 13). Meanwhile, al-
lelic occupancy at intervals between 1 and 100 kb from the TSS
weakly explained expression (r = 0.45, N = 290). More than 100 kb
from the TSS, differential allelic occupancy did not significantly
explain expression (r = 0.06, N = 760) (Fig. 5B). The results show
that differential allelic occupancy does indeed correspond to dif-
ferential allelic expression, and may therefore give functional hy-
potheses to intergenic disease-associated variants. Notably, while
the analysis included binding from all TFs and did not attempt to
distinguish activating from repressive binding sites or factors, we
observed an overall positive correlation. The result suggests either
that the TFs chosen in the study are more commonly activating
than repressing, or alternatively that activating sites are more
amenable to detection by ChIP-seq.
Allelic variation in TF occupancy in GM12878 provides insights
into autoimmune disease
The majority of genomic variants associated with disease using
genome-wide association studies (GWAS) are intergenic and have
unclear regulatory consequences. TF binding sites may give func-
tional insights into the variants identified. Using our observations
of TF binding and differential allelic occupancy, we investigated
a compilation of disease-associated variants (Hindorff et al. 2009)
for potential overlaps that suggest function. Overlap with differen-
tial allelic occupancy is particularly interesting because the variant
may also explain the difference in TF occupancy between the two
alleles. We found 155 unique autosomal variants that were either
directly associated with disease, or that were in perfect linkage dis-
equilibrium (R2 = 1) with a disease-associated variant, that also oc-
Figure 5. (A) Cumulative distribution of the distance from the TSS (x-axis) to the nearest site of dif-
ferential allelic occupancy for all autosomal genes with differential allelic (orange) or equal allelic (blue)
expression. (Left) All genes with differential allelic expression, where the difference between the two
distributions is highly significant. (Right) Genes with equal allelic expression, and there is no significant
difference between the two distributions. (B) Spearman’s correlation (y-axis) of allelic occupancy with
allelic expression within the distance from autosomal TSSs indicated on the x-axis. For each point, we
aggregated all allelic occupancy (both for sites with and without a significant allelic imbalance) at the
indicated distance around all genes with significant differential allelic expression. Then, for every gene
with at least a single site with a significant differential allelic occupancy, we calculate Spearman’s cor-
relation coefficient and plot. Detailed scatter plots are included in Supplemental Figure 20. (C ) Differ-
ential allelic occupancy of multiple factors at variants either directly or through perfect linkage
disequilibrium (R2 = 1; red dash) with celiac disease. Nearby, RMI2 (also known as C16orf75) is pre-
dominantly expressed from the maternal allele, and the regulatory interaction is supported by ex-
pression quantitative trait loci (eQTL) mapping. (D) Similar to C, allelic occupancy of EBF1 at a variant
associated (via linkage disequilibrium) with psoriasis corresponds with differential allelic expression of
COG6. Again, the regulatory interaction is supported by eQTL analysis.
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curred in aheterozygousTFbinding site. The overlapwas unlikely to
occur by random when compared to a set of variants matched on
distance relative to a TSS and on minor allele frequency (Supple-
mental Table 9). Of those variants, we found 21 instances of disease-
associated variants that occurred in a site of differential allelic oc-
cupancy. More than 75% of the disease-associated variants are as-
sociatedwith autoimmune diseases, including variants associated
with multiple sclerosis, celiac disease, Type 1 diabetes, systemic
lupus erythematosus, and psoriasis (Supplemental Table 10). The
result is especially compelling considering that the functional
differences are identified in a cell type relevant for immune
modulation (B-cells), and is in agreement with recent findings of
a study evaluating genome-wide chromatin states in the same
cells (Ernst et al. 2011). As an example, we found a cluster of TFs
including EBF1 and PAX5—two key factors in B-cell devel-
opment—binding with a more than twofold preference to the
maternal (protective) allele at variants in complete linkage dis-
equilibriumwith the celiac disease-associated variant rs12928822
(Dubois et al. 2010). The variants are found near isoforms of
RMI2, a gene important for genomic stability. In our study, RMI2
also shows differential allelic expression, but from the opposite
homolog. Furthermore, evidence from expression quantitative
trait loci (eQTL) mapping (Dubois et al. 2010) substantiates the
presence of a regulatory interaction between the variant and the
RMI2 (Fig. 5C). In another example, we found differential allelic
occupancy of EBF1 at the psoriasis-associated variant rs9603612
and expression of the nearby gene COG6, a gene involved in the
structure of the Golgi apparatus, again from the opposite homolog
(Fig. 5D; Liu et al. 2008). Again, eQTL linkage between the variant
and COG6 supports the presence of a regulatory interaction (Zeller
et al. 2010).
Discussion
Understanding the impact of genetic variation on gene regulation
remains a major challenge in deciphering the human transcrip-
tional regulatory code. To uncover functional noncoding variants
we used ultra-high throughput sequencing to measure genome-
wide gene expression and occupancy of RNA Pol2, of the tran-
scriptional co-activator EP300, and of 24 sequence-specific TFs in
the female LCL GM12878. By aligning sequence reads to versions
of the reference human genome modified to include homozygous
and heterozygous variants identified by the 1000 Genomes Project
(The 1000 Genomes Project Consortium 2010), we measured al-
lelic differences both in gene expression and in TF occupancy. In
doing so, we have produced an extensive and detailed map of
transcripts that show allelic bias in expression and alleles that
impact TF binding.
Comparing genomic occupancy between multiple TFs, we
found that hubs of TF occupancy occur frequently in the human
genome: ;15% of the TF binding sites in our study overlapping
a binding site for another factor. An abundance of TF-binding hubs
have also been found in fly (MacArthur et al. 2009) and may be
a common feature of the cis-regulatory landscape in complex ge-
nomes. The hubs often exhibited a coordinated reaction to func-
tional variants. In such cases, the co-occupying factors bound
similarly to the same allele, suggesting a cooperative behavior at
such sites. The overabundance of allelically imbalanced hubs also
suggests that TF hubs are particularly sensitive to genetic variation,
and that genetic polymorphism can destabilize occupancy across
the entire hub as opposed to that of a single factor. We also found
that the DNA in themost populated hubs had greater evolutionary
conservation, suggesting they may play an important role as en-
hancers of distal gene regulation.
To link allelic TF occupancy to gene expression outcomes, we
also characterized differential allelic gene expression across the
genome. We used a combination of techniques to measure allelic
gene expression.While RNA sequencing gives a directmeasurement
of allelic gene expression, we found that the majority of protein-
coding genes have no heterozygous variants in their exons.
Leveraging the ability of ChIP-seq to detect elongating RNA Pol2
at heterozygous variants in introns and to serve as a proxy for
gene expression, we developed a complementary approach to
measure genome-wide allelic expression of exonically homozy-
gous genes. Our findings suggest that differential allelic expres-
sion is as common in genes with genetically identical transcripts
as in genes with genetically different transcripts, and that the
majority of differential allelic expression is therefore not detect-
able by comparing mRNA abundance. Comprehensively charac-
terizing such cases of cryptic differential allelic expressionmay be
important in better understandinghaploinsufficiency-based disease
by revealing many more instances of monoallelic gene expression
than are currently known.
Looking across all genes with differential allelic expression,
we found that such genes are more likely to be lowly expressed,
even in unrelated cell lines. The finding may indicate a closer link
between gene expression and evolutionary conservation than has
previously been shown. The protein-coding sequences of highly
expressed genes are in general more conserved than that of lowly
expressed genes (Pal et al. 2001; Subramanian and Kumar 2004;
Wall et al. 2005), and our findings suggest that the transcriptional
regulation of highly expressed genes is also more conserved. Sim-
ilarly, it has also been shown that genes with expression limited
to specific tissues have less constrained protein coding sequence
(Duret and Mouchiroud 2000), and we found evidence that genes
with differential allelic expression are expressed in fewer tissues
(Supplemental Fig. 21). Itmay be that the evolutionary pressures or
other mechanisms of constraint introduced by increased and or-
ganism-wide expression act more broadly than protein coding
sequence and also limit allelic variation in the regulation of the
same genes.
With a more complete characterization of differential allelic
expression, we were able to link allelic TF occupancy to these genes,
showing that differential allelic occupancy is more prevalent near
differential allelic expression. Ultimately, we found allelic occu-
pancy within 100 bp of the TSS to be highly predictive of ex-
pression. However, while we detected significant associations
between occupancy and expression up to 100 kb away from a TSS,
the associations were comparatively very weak. The finding high-
lights the ongoing challenge of understanding the extent to which
distal cis-regulatory elements contribute to expression, and may
underlie the weak penetrance that genetic variation at many inter-
genic variants has in genome-wide association studies. It is also
important to note that, whilemany factors are known to act both as
an activator and a repressor, we did not observe any systematic in-
verse relationships between allelic TF occupancy and expression.
The result may be explained by studies in inducible systems that
have found the repressive activity of TFs to be predominantly as-
sociated with occupancy distal to the TSS (e.g., Cheng et al. 2009;
Reddy et al. 2009).
Targeted exon sequencing is becoming a common tool for
identifying rare coding variants that may be associated with dis-
ease. From genome wide association studies it is clear that many
regulatory variants are also associatedwith disease, but due to their
Reddy et al.
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predominantly intronic or intergenic location (Hindorff et al. 2009)
as well as the complex nature of cis-regulation, such variants are
more difficult to functionally interpret. The compendium of func-
tional noncoding variants we have identified provide a resource for
identifying noncoding polymorphisms that are likely to have an
effect on genomic function, suggesting a compromise between
GWAS and exon sequencing. By using a capture approach that
includes functional intergenic regions in addition to exons, tar-
geted sequencing can explore a greater fraction of the potentially
functional genome while limiting the number of hypotheses being
tested. By expanding exon sequencing to include targeted regulatory
regions, itmay therefore bepossible to identify rare intergenic variants
that are significantly associated with disease. Meanwhile, the prior
knowledge of particular TFs bound in each region provides a mecha-
nistic hypothesis to investigate inmore detail, overcoming another of
the major challenges in existing association studies (Freedman et al.
2011). That many of the functional variants identified in this study
overlap with previously identified disease associated SNPs provides
hope that augmenting disease studies with targeted sequencing of
functional regulatory variationwill ultimately be a successful strategy.
Methods
Cell growth
Biological replicates of GM12878, GM12891, and GM12892 cells
were grown in RPMI 1640 media with 2 mM L-glutamine, 15%
fetal bovine serum, and 1% penicillin-streptomycin at 37°C under
5% carbon dioxide.
ChIP-seq
We performed ChIP experiments and prepared the immunopre-
cipitated DNA for sequencing on an Illumina Genome Analyzer
as described (Johnson et al. 2007). We selected factors to include
both ubiquitous TFs and cofactors (e.g., SP1 and EP300), and fac-
tors specific to the development of B-cells (e.g., POU2F2, SPI1,
PBX3, BCL3, and EBF1). Antibodies used are listed in Supple-
mental Table 1. For each factor, we produced $12 million 36
nucleotide reads per biological replicate. We aligned reads to the
GM12878-specific reference genome using Bowtie (Langmead
et al. 2009) with options ‘‘-n 2 -l 36 -k 1–best’’, and removed align-
ments mismatching at any heterozygous SNP. To avoid potential
biases resulting fromamplification artifacts, we collapse all sequences
identified multiple times to a single instance. To define binding re-
gions, we used QuEST (Valouev et al. 2008) with ‘‘stringent peak
calling parameters’’. For each binding region, we estimated the frac-
tion of maternal (paternal) occupancy as the fraction of mini-contig
alignments that mapped to the maternal (paternal) chromosome.
For RNA Pol2, we produced 64 million additional paired-end
100-bp reads by using a similar protocol and the Illumina HiSeq
2000 sequencer. We aligned each end independently against the
GM12878-specific reference genome using Bowtie (Langmead et al.
2009) with options ‘‘–best–strata -n 2 -m 10 -k 1’’, and excluded
alignments thatmismatched at anyheterozygous SNP.Wepredicted
the fraction of maternal expression as the fraction of mini-contig
alignments across each RefSeq gene that mapped to the maternal
allele. To ensure stringency, we only considered genes with reads
aligning to at least three heterozygous SNPs.
RNA-seq
Paired-end RNA-seq experiments were performed in biological
replicate as described previously (Trapnell et al. 2010). Replicate
one and two were sequenced to a depth of 44 and 25 million
paired-end 75-bp reads, respectively. We aligned reads to the ref-
erence transcriptome using Bowtie (Langmead et al. 2009) with
parameters ‘‘-a–best–strata’’ and default paired-end settings. The
parameters were chosen to allow alignment to multiple isoforms.
We then removed any alignments that resulted in mismatches at
heterozygous SNPs. Finally, we aligned RNA-seq reads to the ref-
erence transcriptome, and estimated the fraction of expression from
the maternal (paternal) chromosome as the fraction of reads map-
ping to a heterozygous SNP that contain the maternal (paternal)
allele.
Sequence alignment and determination of differential allelic
occupancy and expression
Tomeasure differential allelic occupancy,we constructed aGM12878-
specific reference genome that allowed concurrent alignment to both
the maternal and paternal genome as suggested by Degner et al.
(2009). Maternal and paternal genome sequences were de-
termined using variants in the March 2010 data release by the
1000 Genomes Project (The 1000 Genomes Project Consortium
2010). To construct the maternal and paternal genomes, we first
altered homozygous SNPs in the hg18 reference genome tomatch
the GM12878 genotype. Then, for each heterozygous SNP with
discernable parent-of-origin, we replaced the SNP and the flank-
ing 35 bp (for a 36-bp read length) with a paternal and a maternal
version of the sequence. We then combined overlapping se-
quences such that any read aligning to a parental sequence will
overlap a heterozygous SNP and vice versa. For RNA Pol2, we used
RefSeq genes instead of peak calls, and only considered genes with
reads aligning to at least three heterozygous SNPs.
To measure differential allelic expression, we aligned RNA-
seq reads to a GM12878-specific reference transcriptome that
included both maternal and paternal versions of all transcripts
with a heterozygous variant in an exon. To do so, we first assembled
sequences for all RefSeq transcripts from the hg18 reference human
genome. We then corrected all homozygous SNPs to match the se-
quence of GM12878. Then, we created a paternal and maternal
version of each transcript with a heterozygous exon by changing
heterozygous nucleotides to match the parental chromosome, if
known.
We performed a number of additional filtering steps to remove
false positives. First, to remove artifacts due to incorrect genome
sequence and copy number variation, we removed from analysis
variants with a substantial allelic bias in sequencing of input
control DNA (i.e., DNA from chromatin that was cross-linked and
sonicated, but not immunoprecipitated). We also removed vari-
ant calls that were discordant with sequencing of the GM12878
genome as performed by Complete Genomics (Drmanac et al.
2010). Next, we filtered reads that aligned to positions in the
genome for which either the maternal or paternal sequence were
not unique and could have therefore arisen from a different lo-
cation, as sequences aligning to such positions are inherently
biased to a single allele (Degner et al. 2009). To do so, we simu-
lated every possible 36-bp read that would overlap a heterozygous
variant. We then aligned all such reads to the maternal and pa-
ternal genomes, and noted every genomic position that did not
have a unique 36-bp alignment for either thematernal or paternal
version (i.e., reads for which the maternal or paternal variant
could also align elsewhere in the genome, or could originate from
elsewhere in the genome). The additional screening step reduced
the number of sites of differential allelic occupancy by 1.5%. Lastly,
we removed 10 (<0.05% of total) SNPs that overlapped regions of
aneuploidy as measured by microarray experiments (Supplemental
Table 11).
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To determine statistical significance of differential allelic ex-
pression or occupancy, we used a binomial test against the null
hypothesis that an equal number of reads maps to each chromo-
some. For all statistical testing, we require a 73 coverage threshold
because it is the minimum number of reads required to achieve
significance with a binomial test. We corrected for multiple hy-
potheses using the method of Benjamini and Hochberg (Benjamini
and Hochberg 1995) implemented in the R statistical package.
Identification of differential allelic occupancy
at disease-associated variants
Disease-associated variants were obtained from the National Hu-
man Genome Research Institute’s Catalog of Published Genome-
Wide Association Studies on April 19, 2011.We then expanded the
list to include all variants known to be in perfect linkage disequi-
librium (R2 = 1) in individuals of central European ancestry accord-
ing to the HapMap project. Comparing the list with resequencing of
the GM12878 genome, we identified all disease-associated variants
that are heterozygous in GM12878. Finally, we identified all such
variants that also had significant differential allelic occupancy by
one or more TFs at the same SNP.
To determine if the overlap with TF occupancy was greater
than expected by random, we used a permutation approach. To do
so, we randomly assigned disease association among the phased
(i.e., where the inheritance of each allele is unambiguous) het-
erozygous variants in GM12878, controlling for observation biases
in GWAS studies in three ways: (i) maintaining a matched distri-
bution of minor allele frequencies (with 5% absolute value differ-
ence), (ii) maintaining amatched distance to the TSS of the nearest
RefSeq gene (with 1 kb), and (iii) maintaining both similar minor
allele frequency (within 10% absolute value difference) and similar
distance to the nearest RefSeq TSSs (within 2 kb). For the third
group, we used relaxed stringency in order to assure that we could
find enough matched sets. For (i) and (ii), we performed 1000
random sets and for (iii) we used 150 random sets. We then count
the number of unique variants that overlap TF binding from our
study, and describe the resulting distribution in Supplemental
Table 9.
Data access
All ChIP-seq and RNA-seq data are publicly available from the
ENCODE repository on the UCSC Genome Browser. Details of ac-
cession numbers can be found in Supplemental Tables 12 and 13. In
addition, processed data specific to our study including allele-specific
alignments, aggregation over variants, binding site calls, and aggre-
gation of allelic alignments over those called binding sites are avail-
able online at http://hudsonalpha.org/sites/default/files/DataSets/
Myerslab/Differential_allelic_occupancy_and_expression.
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